LOWER SIDEWALL CONNECTIONS ALL MUST USE FLEXIBLE FITTINGS

NOTE:
1. THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED Dwg. DO NOT REVISE BY HAND.
2. DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. VARIATIONS IN MANUFACTURING MIGHT OCCUR.
3. INNER TANK DESIGNED FOR 1.9 Spg MATER. @ 100°F/ATMOS. PRESSURE.
4. OUTER TANK DESIGNED FOR 1.9 Spg MATER. @ 100°F/ATMOS. PRESSURE.

NOTE: MUST USE FLEXIBLE CONNECTIONS ALL LOWER SIDEWALL FITTINGS

CALCULATED CAPACITIES:

INN. 1.9 SPG/XLPE/NATURAL
OUT. 1.9 SPG/XLPE/NATURAL

DATE 09/11/19

SHEET 1 OF 1 SAFE-A-00750
Central Region

Poly Processing

Lower sidewall connections all must use flexible fittings

Standard cover: 1/2" cap/fitting thru black feet
Stock no: 4356

NOTE: Lift lugs rotate into view for clarity at rear view for degree locations

Lifting lug detail: scale: none

Notes:
* This is a computer generated DWG do not revise by hand
* Dimensions will vary for due to variations in multiple molds & conditions prevalent during manufacture & usage

Calculated capacities:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume in US Gallons</th>
<th>Total Volume in US Gallons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: must use flexible connections all lower sidewall fittings
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